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// The Wtb structure

         | 02

● t→bW  is, by far, the dominant top 
decay

● V
tb
 is an important observable but the 

traditional measurements usually 
assume a SM-like V-A structure for the 
Wtb vertex
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[c.f. Single Top session on Tuesday]
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● Such anomalous couplings can be probed by measuring different top quark 
related properties, e.g.:
● W polarization (and related observables) in top decays
● Single top production and decay observables (angular distributions, etc)
● Indirect limits from B-physics (but these are rather model dependent)
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// The Wtb structure



  

// W polarization and the Wtb vertex
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● Angular distributions of the t-quark decay products

[c.f. Top Quark Properties session on Wednesday]



  

// W polarization and the Wtb vertex
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[c.f. Top Quark Properties session on Wednesday]

● Measurement of the W polarization in t t t events 

[PLB 762 (2016) 512]



  

// W polarization and the Wtb vertex
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[EPJC 77 (2017) 264]

● Varying 2 couplings at the same time: different possibilities 



  

// W polarization and the Wtb vertex
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[EPJC 77 (2017) 264]

● V
L
 and g

R
 have similar dependencies with F's  

● Setting some couplings to zero 
implies loosing generality

→ more measurements needed  



  

// Wtb structure in single top events
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● Single t quark (t-channel) events with a single , 2 or 3 jets and at least 1 
b-tagged jet were used to probe anomalous Wtb vertex

● Bayesian neural networks (BNN) used to separate signal from 
backgrounds, as well as to distinguish SM from anomalous couplings 
scenarios in single t events 
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[JHEP 02 (2017) 028]

[c.f. Reza's talk on Tuesday]
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● Different scenarios (i.e. different combinations of 
couplings) considered

● 2D variations 
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[JHEP 02 (2017) 028]// Wtb structure in single top events

SM SM
SM
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● Different scenarios (i.e. different combinations of 
couplings) considered

● 3D variations 
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[JHEP 02 (2017) 028]// Wtb structure in single top events

SM SM



  

// Exploiting angular distributions in single top events
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● Going beyond the W-helicity related observables allows to get additional information on the anomalous 
couplings, namely on its imaginary part

● General formalism [PRD 93 (2016) 011301], considering the full the spin-density matrix elements for the 
W helicity components resulting from the decay of polarized top-quarks 
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● Several observables considered, allowing 
to measure the 6 independent spin 
observables: <S

1,2,3
>, <T

0
>, <A

1,2
>



  

// Exploiting angular distributions in single top events
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● Dependency on the anomalous couplings
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[JHEP 04 (2017) 124]



  

// Exploiting angular distributions in single top events
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● Assuming V
L
=1: 
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[JHEP 04 (2017) 124]



  

// Going even further: triple-differential angular decay rates
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● Comprehensive description of the Wtb vertex using the normalized triple-
differential (θ, θ∗, φ∗) decay rate of top quarks

● t→bW transition: 4 helicity amplitudes: λ
b
 =1/2 → λ

W
 =1,0; λ

b
 =-1/2 → λ

W
 =-1,0

● Generalized amplitudes and phases: 
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[arXiv:1304.5639]

relative phases between 
amplitudes 

( 
- 
can be measured)

Not yet measured

[c.f. James A. Mueller's poster]



  

// Going even further: triple-differential angular decay rates
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[arXiv:1707.05393]



  

// Going even further: triple-differential angular decay rates
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● Deconvoluted angular coefficients from data using the migration matrix 
from the SM and 2 NP scenarios 
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[arXiv:1707.05393]



  

// Going even further: triple-differential angular decay rates
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● Confidence level contours obtained from a likelihood function
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[arXiv:1707.05393]



  

// Going even further: triple-differential angular decay rates
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● No assumptions made on particular coupling values:
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[arXiv:1707.05393]



  

// Top/gauge bosons couplings
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● The measurement of the t Z t t production cross-section has 
opened a window towards the study of the top/Z couplings
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[c.f. Top Quark and Gauge Bosons session on Wednesday]

[EPJ C77 (2017) 40] [CMS PAS TOP-17-005]



  

// Top/gauge bosons couplings
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[CMS PAS TOP-17-005]

● Cross-section dependence 
with the effective operators 
coefficients 

(only 1 coeff. ≠0 at the time) 



  

// Top/gauge bosons couplings
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● Constrains on 4 Wilson 
coefficients

● Expected and observed limits 
assuming only 1 coefficient ≠0 at 
the time
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[CMS PAS TOP-17-005]



  

// Summary
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● No evidence for BSM effects in the top sector found (yet…)

● Interpretation of different experimental results in terms of anomalous couplings / effective 
field theory 

● Comprehensive set of measurements used to constrain possible anomalous couplings on 
the Wtb vertex

● FCNC searches provide interesting constraints on top related anomalous couplings     
(c.f. Kirill Skovpen's talk)

● The study of the couplings of the top with gauge bosons is ongoing

● Important effort within the LHCtopWG to proceed towards more general fits
● More observables needed

● Important to properly consider acceptance effects, correlation between uncertainties, etc 

● Lots of data / specific phase space regions to be analyzed 

→ stay tuned for news!  
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// Backup slides



  

// W polarization and the Wtb vertex
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● Anomalous couplings → deviations on the W helicity fractions



  

// W polarization and the Wtb vertex
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[c.f. Top Quark Properties session on Wednesday]

● Measurement of the W polarization in tt t events 

[EPJC 77 (2017) 264]
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● Different scenarios (i.e. different combinations of 
couplings) considered

Searches for top-quark anomalous couplings | Nuno Castro | ATLAS and CMS | TOP2017

[JHEP 02 (2017) 028]// Wtb structure in single top events



  

// Exploiting angular distributions in single top events
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● Several observables considered, allowing to measure the 6 
independent spin observables: <S

1,2,3
>, <T

0
>, <A

1,2
>
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Dominant systematic uncertainties: JES, MC modelling and stat

[JHEP 04 (2017) 124]



  

// Going even further: triple-differential angular decay rates
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[arXiv:1707.05393]



  

// Going even further: triple-differential angular decay rates
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● Reconstructed angular distribution in terms of A coefficients determined 
via a Fourier technique
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[arXiv:1707.05393]

● Migration matrix, which relates the reconstructed, 
background-subtracted coefficients A with true ones a

• C’ covariance matrix of A coefficients



  

// Going even further: triple-differential angular decay rates
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● Comparison with previous results:
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[arXiv:1707.05393]



  

// Top/gauge bosons couplings
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[CMS PAS TOP-17-005]



  

// Top/gauge bosons couplings
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[CMS PAS TOP-17-005]



  

// chromomagnetic and chromo-electric dipole moments
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● Can be obtained, e.g., from the spin correlation measurements
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[PRD 93 (2016) 052007]



  

// Spin-related observables in tt t events
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[JHEP 03 (2017) 113]

polarization
spin correlation strength



  

// 4-top events and Yukawa coupling
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[CMS-PAS-TOP-17-009]



  

// Anomalous couplings vs. effective operators
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[NPB 812 (2009) 181]
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